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The New User Experience in Multidisciplinary Simulation

Release 2
Improved useability, new features, and a seamless
workflow integration are the key benefits of NACS
release 2.
A new graphical user interface allows users to
easily carry out complex finite element simulations.
Performance optimized state-of-the-art solution
methods are utilized for multidisciplinary problems.

Key Benefits
Intuitive User Interface
Set up complex simulation scenarios within
minutes or start daily tasks within seconds
using the new developed user interface.

Leadership Performance
Highly optimized code enables outstanding
performance in coupled field calculations.

Why using NACS?
 Efficient FEM solver optimized for
specific simulation tasks with easyto-use graphical user interface
 Support for several 3rd party
products including mesh import as
well as result import and export
 Use of open standards like HDF5,
CGNS, Paraview, MED, and Python
allow easy interoperability
 Setup of customer specific in-house workflows
using NACS integrated with optimized python
libraries like NumPy, SciPy, Matplotlib
 NACS is developed with typical engineering
tasks and time efficiency in mind

Easy Workflow Integration
Benefit from open data formats that allow
an easy integration or interaction with your
3rd party products.

Focused on Productivity
NACS was designed and developed by our
engineers to increase user efficiency.
It is continuously enhanced by feedback of
our customers.

Python-based Framework

Useability
The graphical user interface of NACS benefits
from a cooperation with useability experts.
No matter whether you are a novice or
experienced, full-time or occasional user,
developer or designer - NACS provides an
appropriate workflow to meet your specific
requirements.
Besides the graphical user interface NACS
allows to use python scripting to increase
productivity or to automate your workflow.

Integration
NACS is a solver-only package, designed to
interact with commercial 3rd party products
or open source environments. Hence, NACS
provides interfaces to ease the integration
into the CAE platform of your choice.
Therefore numerous import and export
features for several mesh and result formats
are provided.

Easy Physic Selection
The user selects the simulation environment
by choosing the according predefined physics.

Mesh Review
The mesh viewer allows to review all available
regions and groups. This allows to check
your mesh for possible problems or missing
entities.

Simple Signal Definition
Excitation signals can easily be defined and
analyzed using the signal editor. It allows to
define and check the excitation signal in time
and frequency domain.

Wizard Style
All parameters and settings that have to be
defined in order to carry out a NACS simulation are collected by a wizard-like menu
structure.

Material Properties
The user can choose from numerous options
for the definition of a material.
All parameters can be reviewed within a
single user friendly dialog.
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